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Dancing through pandemic in Singapore  

 

Creator of the good practice, country: The Human Expression (T.H.E) Dance Company, 

Singapore 

Sector: Performing arts 

Type of business / employment: Ltd company (limited company) 

 

Achievements in CCS before the Pandemic  

The Human Expression (T.H.E) Dance Company, along with a semi-professional training arm, 

T.H.E Second Company produce high quality contemporary dance and artistry performances in 

Singapore. Since its’ foundation in 2008, T.H.E has 

been commissioned by most major local arts festivals 

as well as it has performed in prestigious international 

festivals.  

T.H.E digs deep into the universal human experience. 

According to the company, “at the heart of our works 

lies a connection with heritage and collective history 

as Singaporeans, juxtaposed with incisive, insightful 

observations on modern society—elements that set 

apart our repertoire of original creations. The practice 

aims to nurture our dancers as all-rounded performers 

able to convey the essence of our identity and lived experiences through the full spectrum of 

physical, emotional, philosophical and meaningful expression”. 

Challenges faced during the Pandemic and innovative solutions to overcome 

them  

The company had cancelled five tours to Italy, South Korea and Japan owing to the worsening 

Covid-19 situation, which were key activities for showcasing its work to a global audience and for 

revenue. With festivals, dance workshops and other commissioned work postponed indefinitely, 

T.H.E Dance Company lost at least S$120,000 (89,000 USD) in potential earnings. 
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As the pandemic hit, dancers were encouraged to think innovatively and moved their training 

regimes to the online Zoom platform. Although this helped immensely to continue creative 

workflow, this new mode of training was no easy matter – it took two weeks for dance team 

members to troubleshoot various problems like audio delays, checking dancers’ physical form via 

screen and other. 

While T.H.E Dance Company is funded partially by the National Arts Council (NAC) the remaining 

revenue earned through ticket sales, classes and commissioned work is nonetheless crucial. 

Therefore, as a solution the company set up a fundraising page to raise a certain amount of 

money by the end of 2020, to also cover certain “sunken costs”, such as set design, incurred 

owing to the cancelled tours.  

The Digital Presentation Grant for the Arts (DPG) provided by the government during Covid-19 

delivered a grant for works presented in a digital form and was a “huge push” for the company 

to experiment with a medium it was unfamiliar with and to think outside the box. It was clear for 

the company that they have to create art in a new way and digitalize their performances in order 

to overcome the obstacles. 

As for some other innovative solutions to overcome Covid-

19 circumstances the company bought eight virtual reality 

(VR) headsets to produce a VR film of an old repertoire and 

bring the theatre experience to audiences from their studio. 

Also the company adopted a pay-as-you-wish model for 

live-stream performances. The team members had taken 

on more roles — videography, photography or handling the 

live stream — to produce the digital works while reducing 

expenses. 

Conditions for the innovativeness and success  

For this dance company it was highly important that they had support from the National Arts 

Council and got The Digital Presentation Grant for the Arts (DPG) which helped immensely to 

Photo by Ron Lach from Pexels. 
Source:https://www.pexels.com/photo/fashion-
designer-communicating-via-video-call-9849936 
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continue with the work and maintain salaries. Therefore, it is highly helpful if a country has 

financial support system for art and culture sector during crisis as COVID-19. 

Digital tools and digital skills were essential for the team to continue their rehearsals and 

trainings via Zoom platform as well as produce live-stream performances. It is also important for 

the public to be eager in using digital tools for cultural experiences and appreciate online 

performances as worth paying for in order for the company to make revenue and survive the 

drop in profit from live productions. 

The founder states “the only way forward is 

to view digital arts content as a “new 

medium” rather than a replacement so artists 

do not feel as if they are “giving up” what they 

love”. The company aims to continue finding 

ways to involve paying audiences via live 

stream, plans also include investing in more 

VR headsets to launch a home-rental 

programme, whereby individuals can acquire 

a set to watch the company’s VR film from 

home. 

 

 

Sources:  

 https://www.channelnewsasia.com/cnainsider/live-stream-audiences-dance-company-

pandemic-surviving-recession-197041 (Article with interviews of the company 

members);  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzSg_bqOrfg (Video about the company during 

COVID-19) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo by Kosygin Leishangthem from Pexels. 
Source:https://www.pexels.com/photo/group-of-men-

holding-drums-performing-on-stage-2888802/ 
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Self-reflection questions 

 

1. What digital tools/platforms are important for a company to continue its’ 

performances or activity during lockdown? 

2. What were the main steps that this company took in order to deal with COVID-19 

circumstances and would I do anything differently for my business/work? 

 

This good practice story is prepared by Social Innovation fund. 


